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1. The scientific publication process: the case of articles
The functions of scientific publication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGISTRATION</th>
<th>VALIDATION</th>
<th>DISSEMINATION</th>
<th>ARCHIVING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish the intellectual priority</td>
<td>Assure the quality/validity of the research</td>
<td>Ensure accessibility of research results</td>
<td>Preserve research results for future use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Where does copyright step in the publication process

(a) Writing
(b) Publishing
(c) Accessing published articles
The author’s rights
(Belgian Law)

For literary, artistic & scientific works, software, databases

**Conditions**: originality, formatted;
No formality required

**Moral right**
Divulgation, attribution, integrity
Non transferable, inalienable

**Economic rights**: Transferable

> **Exclusive** right to exploit his work
  * public communication right (read, online…)
  * reproduction right (copy, digitize…)
  * distribution right
  * renting and lending right…

**Duration** of protection:
Up to **70 years after** the death of the author

**Exceptions** and financial compensations
The author’s rights law

Code de droit économique - LIVRE XI - Propriété intellectuelle

Exceptions included in the law
Some uses are permitted without the prior consent of the author
• Quotation
• Private copy
• Reproduction and communication for research and education purposes, under specific conditions
• Reproduction for heritage preservation purposes
• …
## Author’s right vs. Copyright

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author’s right</th>
<th>Copyright</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author-centred</td>
<td>Work-centred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal field</td>
<td>Economic field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-&gt; Civil law countries</td>
<td>-&gt; Common Law countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights attributed to the creators</td>
<td>Rights attributed to those assuming the economic risk = producer/funder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral right of author</td>
<td>Moral right does not exist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection applies naturally</td>
<td>Registration obligatory © - but has been progressively abandoned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Where does copyright step in the publication process?

(a) Writing
(b) Publishing
(c) Accessing published articles
The transfer of copyright from author to publisher

Written contract specifying:
• author remuneration
• geographic coverage
• duration of the transfer/licence
-> for each exploitation mode

The transfer of copyright relative to unknown exploitation modes is void.

2 types of contracts:
• Copyright transfer
• Publication license (exclusive or non exclusive) : for a specific exploitation mode and a defined duration

(Belgian Law)
Example: publication contract excerpt

PNAS License to Publish

Please complete both sections of this form and e-mail it to PNASauthorlicense@nas.edu, or fax it to PNAS (202-334-2739). Failure to return the form will delay or prevent publication.

License to Publish

1. In consideration of publication of the WORK (including but not limited to figures, tables, artwork, abstracts, cover images, or summaries submitted with the WORK) in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA (PNAS), the author(s) hereby grants to the National Academy of Sciences (USA) for the full term of copyright and any extensions thereto the sole and exclusive, irrevocable license to publish, reproduce, distribute, transmit, display, store, translate, create derivative works from and otherwise use the Work in any language or in any form, manner, format, or medium now known or hereafter developed without limitation throughout the world, and to permit and/or license others to do any or all of the above. In the event that PNAS decides not to publish the WORK, this license shall be terminated and all rights revert to the author(s).

2. In consideration of publication of the WORK in PNAS, the author(s) also grants to the National Academy of Sciences for the full term of copyright and any extensions thereto all of the same rights provided for in clause 1 above, for the Supplemental Information, but on a nonexclusive basis.

3. Ownership of copyright in the WORK remains with the author(s), and provided that, when reproducing the WORK or extracts from it, the author(s) credit first publication of the WORK in PNAS, the author(s) retains the following nonexclusive rights:
   a. The author(s) reserves the right after publication of the WORK by PNAS, to use all or part of the WORK in compilations or other publications of the author’s own works, to use figures and tables created by them and contained in the WORK, and to make copies of all or part of the WORK for the author’s use for lectures, classroom instruction, or similar uses.
   b. The author(s) reserves the right to post the WORK (including the PNAS-formatted PDF) after publication in PNAS on the author’s web page provided that a link to the article in PNAS Online is included.
   c. The author(s) reserves the right to post and update the WORK on pre-print services such as arXiv provided that PNAS-formatted files (HTML and PDF) are not used and that all supporting materials are uploaded.
2. Where does copyright step in the publication process?

(a) Writing
(b) Publishing
(c) Accessing published articles
Section 2. DESCRIPTION OF ACCESS AND PERMITTED USE

2.1 Licensor offers controlled access to the Licensed Materials through the use of domain name(s) or IP addresses of the Member Institutions listed in Attachment 2 including their Authorized Users.

2.2 Licensor permits Authorized Users to browse, search, retrieve, display, download, print, and store individual articles or book chapters for scholarly research, educational and personal use as long as such use is consistent with international copyright laws.

2.3 Incidental and non-systematic sharing by Authorized Users with non-authorized individuals of limited amounts of Licensed Material for collaborative research and scholarly purposes, and not for re-transmission, is permitted.

2.4 Copying and storing is limited to single copies of a reasonable number of individual articles. Copying and storing of entire issues by Authorized Users is not permitted.

2.5 Authorized Users may obtain remote access to the Licensed Materials through secure access procedures established by the Licensee.

2.6 Authorized Users may send single articles to research colleagues outside the Licensee institution for the purpose of non-commercial scholarly communication.

2.7 Licensee and its Authorized Users may use a reasonable portion of the Licensed Materials in the preparation of course packs or other educational materials but only for use in connection with classroom instruction. The foregoing grant of rights regarding
ULB Library budget inflation 2000-2014

Library budget share 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library budget in Euros</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books</td>
<td>711.500 €</td>
<td>874.000 €</td>
<td>859.275 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journals &amp; e-resources</td>
<td>1.487.724 €</td>
<td>2.333.600 €</td>
<td>3.006.181 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2.199.224 €</td>
<td>3.207.600 €</td>
<td>3.865.456 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Journals, e-journals and databases
- Total budget
- Books
3. ULB institutional framework

(a) Intellectual property regulation
(b) Archiving your PhD dissertation Thesis
(c) Archiving your publications in DI-fusion
(a) Intellectual property regulation

« Règlement en matière de propriété intellectuelle et de valorisation des œuvres relevant de la législation relative au droit d’auteur et réalisées au sein de l’ULB. »


Regulation regarding intellectual property and valorisation of works related to copyright legislation and created at ULB

Paragraph (3) regarding literary works:
ULB researchers grant the University a non-exclusive license to use their literary works submitted for publication, for educational purposes and for reproduction and communication to the public as part of the implementation of the institutional repository DI-fusion.

Any ULB researcher has to:
- archive his/her publications in DI-fusion and grant at least ULB intranet access to the final manuscript (legal exception « e-learning »)
- retain the right to provide open access to his publications in DI-fusion
3. ULB institutional framework

(a) Intellectual property regulation
(b) Archiving your PhD Dissertation Thesis
(c) Archiving your publications in DI-fusion
(b) PhD Dissertation: obligatory electronic archiving in DI-fusion

Deposit your PhD Dissertation Thesis in DI-fusion before the public defense

- internet access at least to the summary and table of content (obligatory)
- up to your choice: internet access or ULB intranet access to the full-text or to specific chapters, or no access

Public access to the Dissertation is available only after defense

Choose the usage terms for your dissertation: Creative Commons license or the terms defined for DI-fusion


Guidelines in English:
(b) PhD Dissertation: license granted to ULB

At the end of the deposit procedure:
Download the license, print it, fill it in, sign it and have it signed by the supervisor(s) and give it to the administrator of thesis in your Faculty.

Non exclusive license granted to ULB -> the author authorizes ULB
- to reproduce for preservation purposes
- to index the contents
- to communicate to the public under the terms defined by the author.

The author certifies that he/she has the reproduction rights or authorisation on copyrighted images/texts included in the Dissertation.
(b) PhD Dissertation: *beware of scam publishers*

If you receive an email by a publishing house offering to publish your PhD Dissertation, look for further information before accepting!

*Presses Académiques Francophones*
*Editions universitaires européennes, European University Publishers…*
Such so-called publishing houses do not bring any added value to your PhD dissertation: you do the editing work, they merely sell your thesis online…

**Your dissertation can be highlighted and disseminated otherwise:** when archiving the full-text in DI-fusion with internet access, you enable anyone interested to read and acknowledge your research results.

Read our blog post: [http://blogusoperandi.blogspot.be/2012/11/votre-these-ou-votre-memoire-publiee.html](http://blogusoperandi.blogspot.be/2012/11/votre-these-ou-votre-memoire-publiee.html)
3. ULB institutional framework

(a) Intellectual property regulation
(b) Archive your PhD dissertation Thesis
(c) Archive your publications in DI-fusion
Where can you find the Open Access policy of publishers?

The Open Access policy of publishers and journals is available on this web site:

- Sherpa/ROMeO (> 22 000 journals)
  [http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/](http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/)

Always check the terms of the publisher contract you receive and attach an amendment if necessary.
Many publishers allow you to archive on Open Access the **postprint** version of your article (final author’s manuscript after peer review), possibly requiring an embargo period (6 to 24 months).

Summary: 79% of publishers on this list formally **allow** some form of self-archiving.
| **Journal:** Nature (ISSN: 0028-0836, ESSN: 1476-4687) |
| **RoMEO:** This is a RoMEO **yellow** journal |
| **Author's Pre-print:** author can archive pre-print (i.e., pre-refereeing) |
| **Author's Post-print:** subject to Restrictions below, author can archive post-print (i.e., final draft post-refereeing) |
| **Restrictions:** |
| 6 months embargo |
| **Publisher's Version/PDF:** author **cannot** archive publisher's version/PDF |
| **General Conditions:** |
| Authors retain copyright |
| Author's pre-print on arXiv or bioRxiv |
| Author's post-print on author's personal website, institutional repository, PubMed Central or funding body's archive |
| Published source must be acknowledged |
| Must link to publisher version with DOI |
| Publisher's version/PDF cannot be used |
| **Mandated OA:** Compliance data is available for **28 funders** |
| **Copyright:** [Pre-publication policy](#) - [License to Publish](#) - [Manuscript Deposition Service](#) |
| **Updated:** 09-Dec-2014 - [Suggest an update for this record](#) |
| **Link to this page:** [http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/issn/0028-0836/](http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/issn/0028-0836/) |

This summary is for the journal's default policies, and changes or exceptions may apply. All information is correct to the best of our knowledge but should be verified.
Why should you retain some rights?

Archive your article on Open Access in DI-fusion and **increase the impact** of your research
- Some studies show that Open Access articles are more cited.

**Reuse** your published works
- Disseminate them on the web, use them for teaching purposes, for other publications
- Authorize other researchers to use your works
- Use them in online courses, e-learning environment…

Exploit text & data mining technologies to increase efficiency of research
How can you retain your rights?

Attach an **amendment** to the publishing contract or license provided by the publisher

- Specify those rights that you do not transfer
- Write on the publisher’s contract, besides your signature, that it is not valid without the amendment.

Model amendment proposed by ULB, based on the FP7 model:


Other models

- **FP7/H2020 Model Amendment**
  http://ec.europa.eu/research/swafs/index.cfm?pg=policy&lib=pilot
- **MIT Amendment**
  http://libraries.mit.edu/sites/scholarly/mit-open-access/open-access-at-mit/mit-amendment-form/
- **SPARC Author Addendum**
  http://www.arl.org/sparc/author/addendum.shtml
Addendum to Publication Agreement

1. This Addendum modifies and supplements the attached Publication Agreement concerning the following article:
   Title: _________________________________________________________________
   Journal: _______________________________________________________________

2. The parties to the Publication Agreement are:
   Corresponding author: _________________________________________________
   Publisher: _____________________________________________________________

3. The parties agree that wherever there is any conflict between this Addendum and the Publication Agreement,
   the provisions of this Addendum are paramount and the Publication Agreement shall be construed accordingly.

4. Notwithstanding any terms in the Publication Agreement to the contrary, the author retains the following rights:
   - to deposit an electronic copy of the published version (if permitted by the publication agreement) or the final
     manuscript (after peer review) accepted for publication in the Institutional repository of Université libre de Bruxelles
     at the moment of publication.
   - to provide free of charge access to this electronic copy to anyone through this repository:
     immediately if the scientific publication is published "open access", i.e. if an electronic version is also available
     free of charge via the publisher, or within [6] or [12] months of publication.

5. For record keeping purposes, the author requests that the publisher sign a copy of this Addendum and return it to the author.
   However, if the publisher publishes the article in the journal or in any other form without signing a copy of this
   Addendum, such publication manifests the publisher's assent to the terms of this Addendum.

AUTHOR
_____________________________________
(corresponding author on behalf of all authors)

PUBLISHER
_____________________________________

What you can ALWAYS do if you have transferred your copyright

Article, book chapter, conference paper:
• Archive the publisher’s **PDF version** of your article in DI-fusion and provide ULB **Intranet access** (legal exception in Belgium article XI.190, livre XI Propriété intellectuelle, Code de droit économique)
• If the article was published **before 1993**: you can scan it and archive the digital copy in DI-fusion on **Internet access** = Open Access

Book and other type of document:
• Archive the publisher’s **PDF version** on **closed access**, for archiving purposes (access reserved to the author)

Archive on **closed access**, the **publishing contract signed with the publisher** -> personal archive
Publisher

pdf

payment

access

Licensing contract

Non exclusive license for reproduction and communication
postprint

DI-fusion

Authorized uses

University/Library

©

Author

Reader

{ Peers }

Scientific Community

Authorized uses

access
4. Copyright Collecting Societies

(a) Authors’rights management organisations

(b) Reproduction rights organisations
(a) Authors’ rights management organisations

Objective: perceive Copyright whenever a work of their repertoire is performed or broadcast publicly, and remunerate the authors

- **Sabam** Société belge des auteurs, compositeurs et éditeurs
- **SACD** Société des auteurs et compositeurs dramatiques
- **SAJ** Société des auteurs journalistes
- **SCAM** Société civile des auteurs multimédia
- **Sofam** Société d’auteurs dans le domaine des arts visuels

-> do not concern scientific authors
(b) Reproduction rights organisations

Objective: collect in REPROBEL (Belgian collective management organisation for reproduction rights) the reprographic rights (and others) as defined by law and reward its members.

– Assucopie
  Reproduction Rights Organisation for school, university and scientific authors.
5. Disseminate your works under Creative Commons license and decide permitted uses
Creative Commons License

License granted by the author to the users of the work that is made available on the internet, specifying permitted uses

http://creativecommons.org/

= Authorisation for free reproduction, communication and distribution

License adapted to the legislation of many countries:
- Legally valid contract
- Simplified version, easy to understand
- Machine readable
Creative Commons Licenses

4 optional conditions attached to the authorisation to reproduce/communicate/distribute:

- **Attribution**: mention the name of the author

- **Non commercial**: no commercial profit can be made out of the work

- **No derivatives**: the work must remain unchanged and in whole

- **Share Alike**: new creations must be licensed under identical terms

- **Public domain**: no condition
You are free to:

Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material

The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

Under the following terms:

Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

NonCommercial — You may not use the material for commercial purposes.

ShareAlike — If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions under the same license as the original.
**Mission**

**WHAT IS CREATIVE COMMONS?**

Creative Commons helps you share your knowledge and creativity with the world.

Creative Commons develops, supports, and stewards legal and technical infrastructure that maximizes digital creativity, sharing, and innovation.

Learn about CC

---

**License**

**HOW CAN I LICENSE MY WORK?**

There is no registration to use the Creative Commons licenses. Licensing a work is as simple as selecting which of the six licenses best meets your goals, and then marking your work in some way so that others know that you have chosen to release the work under the terms of that license.

Our license-choosing tool can help you select the right license.

Choose a License

---

**Explore**

**LOOKING FOR CREATIVE WORKS?**

Looking for music, video, writing, code, or other creative works?

**Creative Commons has got you covered.** Search for creative work through sources like Google and Flickr right here.

Find CC-licensed works
Conclusions

The way you manage your copyright has an impact on the whole chain of scholarly communication, on the dissemination of publications and on access to research results, now and up to 70 years after the death of the author…

Every researcher has the responsibility to ensure the optimal dissemination of his research results
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An introduction: [http://www.bib.ulb.ac.be/fr/crise-de-la-publication-scientifique/le-cout-de-la-documentation/index.html](http://www.bib.ulb.ac.be/fr/crise-de-la-publication-scientifique/le-cout-de-la-documentation/index.html)


http://difusion.ulb.ac.be

News (blog) : http://blogusoperandi.blogspot.be

Help / Training

- **DI-thécaires** : librarians specialist of DI-fusion
- **Training and information sessions** for researchers, teachers, doctoral students
- **deposit guide** (leaflets, videos, guidelines); **copyright guide** ; **H-Index** ; **FAQs**
- **Helpdesk** : mail (di-fusion@ulb.ac.be ), telephone : 47-39
Thank you!

For any additional information, please contact me:
Françoise Vandooren
fdooren@ulb.ac.be
02 650 49 95

Training **Open Access and Bibliometrics**: Visibility of the researcher and of his publications
25 March 2016, 9:00 to 12:00.